
HOW THE CLOUD CAN TRANSFORM 
YOUR DIGITAL GAME CONTENT
Digital games are getting more widespread and putting more pressure on hosting systems. 
That might make the cloud the ideal place for gaming content.

Game content is among the most process-heavy of all forms of digital media. Environments, character gameplay 
and the AI rules that guide and constrain elements all make demands on bandwidth that can stretch infrastructure 
to breaking point. Even more importantly, gamers are expecting to access content anywhere.
 
Completely wired solutions aren’t feasible with the proliferation of handheld devices, and 5G wireless networks  
(and beyond) won’t handle the data load of many top tier games. 
 
Since the advent of networks like Steam, which retrain gamers to expect their entire experience to  
happen online, the cloud has become the natural home for game content.

TODAY’S LANDSCAPE
Digital gaming is very big business. In 2016 the industry was 
worth US$91bn, a clear winner over many other forms of 
entertainment including Hollywood, whose global box office  
the same year reached US$38.6bn by contrast3.

In China itself, growth has been even more rapid. In 2016, mobile 
gaming in China was worth US$11.2bn, representing 58% year on 
year growth from 2015.
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Some of the most important considerations for cloud gaming 
infrastructure are:

STABILITY AND CROSS-REGION CONNECTIVITY  
As gaming migrates to the cloud, hosting and delivery infrastructure  
needs to be more robust than usual.  
 
That means a global presence, including strong representation in one 
of the world’s biggest markets – China. Alibaba Cloud Services operates 
hundreds of data centres conducting countless instances of data compute 
and delivery every minute. 
 
Our size and reach means high redundancy proofing is built in, which 
offers you stability like never before. Uninterrupted game data delivery to 
your customers and their users is just as important. Aside from our main 
data centre presences, we have over 530 dedicated nodes comprising our 
Cloud Delivery Network (CDN).

The CDN allows data to travel as fast as it needs to, unimpeded by other 
traffic. Gamers think and play in real time, which renders even milliseconds 
of lag unforgivable.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
SECURITY  
Where other cyberthreats target website 
or database vulnerabilities, nothing 
can grind services to a halt faster than 
distributed denial of service (DDoS) 
attacks, where servers are flooded with 
a sustained high volume of fake requests 
that overload legitimate processes. 
 
Bringing game content and delivery 
together in the cloud gives you the chance 
to see – and stop – DDoS attacks coming. 
Constant monitoring of equipment and 
services alerts our security engineers of 
problems much faster than most IT desks 
can, and the immediate response gives 
you the best chance of stopping the attack 
dead.
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Buying, leasing and deploying your own hosting infrastructure is a viable proposition if you 
have the capital, the staff to constantly monitor and course-correct and projections of future 
needs down to the minute (or megabyte).

But your customers and users change fast, and you have to be agile to follow the market. 
Releasing a game or going through a high volume online shopping season might call for 
extra resources or bandwidth quickly.

Developing game content exerts pressure on capital and resources, a process that can 
take several years and considerable outlay before you can begin to commercialise. A cloud 
gaming platform might be your best bet to keep costs down during design, programming  
and testing.

Gaming stored on and delivered by the cloud is not only 

entrenched and still growing today, it’s standard practice.

To find out how Alibaba Cloud Services can  

leverage gaming, learn more here.

Until recently, gaming was about dedicated consoles with self-contained 
output bandwidth. Today we do more things on more devices, expecting 
to consume whatever media we want on whatever device we choose.

Last year 23 percent of gamers in the US owned between three and five 
paid smartphone or tablet games. Mobile gamers played an average of 
3.6 games monthly, and in December 2016 Apple’s App Store had its 
biggest month ever with US$3bn of revenue. Such growth is only possible 
because of cloud gaming.
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